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USMCA TRADE IMPLICATIONS:

New Normal, New NAFTA



Canada’s International Trade Priorities
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WTO:
• Supporting WTO Reform 

Regional:
• Put USMCA negotiation behind it

• CPTPP: expectation that U.S. will re-enter

• CETA: leveraging CETA for greater trade with EU, manage Brexit

• Mercosur: ongoing (and slow-moving) interest in FTA with the region

Key Trading Relationships:
• China: Deteriorating political relationship after decades of warming relations

• United States: U.S. bilateral agreements with Canada’s free trade partners eat into Canada’s 
share of the spoils; resumption of 232 tariffs against Canadian aluminum



Recent Trends – increase in protective trade 
measures
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Source: World Trade Organization

Trade Measures by WTO Members
October 2019 – May 2020

Retaliatory tariffs in the USMCA

From the Canada-U.S. Side Letter on 232 Process

“[I]f the United States takes a measure under
Section 232 that is inconsistent with [the NAFTA, the 
Protocol Replacing the NAFTA, with the USMCA, or the 
WTO Agreement], Canada may take a measure of
equivalent commercial effect in response.”

“For greater certainty, Canada also retains its WTO 
rights to challenge a Section 232 measure.”



The impact of COVID-19 on world merchandise 
trade has been negative and remains uncertain
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World Merchandise Trade
2005-2021(predicted)

Source: WTO/UNCTAD and WTO Secretariat estimates. Source: UNCTAD

Global Merchandise Trade
(in USD and % change)



COVID-19 worsening the downward trend for 
foreign investment
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- Global Foreign Direct 
Investment on a downward 
trajectory since 2016 - now 
expected to fall by more than 
30% compared to 2019

- WTO nations have tightened 
foreign investment regimes

- Investment Canada will be 
applying enhanced scrutiny of 
foreign investment of public 
health investments and by SOEs



Canada’s defensive position in the USMCA negotiations
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Canada’s Goal for USMCA: Satisfy U.S. grievances while giving 
up as little as possible.

• Avoid the ‘no-agreement’ scenario
• Chapter 19 Dispute Settlement: A potentially-hollow ‘win’
• Protection against unilateral trade actions (s. 232 tariffs)
• Open up protected sectors as little as possible (e.g. dairy)



Key takeaway – the USMCA is not a panacea
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Era of managed trade and addressing points of grievance 

Continued uncertainty:
• Continued threat of unilateral U.S. trade action

• Resumption of s. 232 tariffs against certain Canadian aluminum on August 16

• Continued uncertainty for dispute settlement 

Underlines the need for trade diversification strategy for 
Canadian energy producers, and energy infrastructure ventures



USMCA – key changes
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Modernized customs procedures (e.g. flexible origin certification) 
• Based on WTO’s Trade Facilitation Agreement, focusing on modernizing and simplifying border procedures

Rules of origin for auto industry are significantly more restrictive and complex
• Section 232 tariff exceptions addressed in bilateral side letters

Raised de minimis and low-value shipment thresholds

Product-specific changes (textiles, dairy, poultry, eggs, sugar)

Codification of administrative practices (e.g. Duty Drawback/Duty Deferral; Single Window)



Continued uncertainty for dispute settlement 
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ISDS
• Canadian / U.S. investors must initiate any valid Chapter 11 claims within three years of 

NAFTA’s termination. 

• Canadian energy investors in Mexico, and vice versa, benefit from ISDS protection 
through the CPTPP

Bilateral
• USMCA Chapter 31 preserves state-to-state dispute resolution of NAFTA Chapter 20

• USMCA Chapter 10 preserves dispute settlement mechanism of NAFTA Chapter 19

WTO Appellate Body

• loss of quorum December 2019, Canada involved in nascent work-arounds



USMCA – Energy markets compared to NAFTA
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USMCA gets rid Chapter 9 (Energy) of the Canada-U.S. FTA and 
Chapter 6 (Energy and Basic Petrochemicals) of NAFTA 

• Removal of the energy proportionality requirement
- Only needed in times of limited energy production, never invoked

• Bilateral (and enforceable) U.S.-Canada side letter on energy regulatory 
measures: “Energy Regulatory Measures and Regulatory Transparency”

The regulations applying to the free flow of natural gas, oil and, 
for the most part, electricity, are largely untouched



USMCA – FDI, SOEs, and government intervention
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New chapter on State-owned enterprises
• Expands definition of SOEs

• Obligates SOEs and designated monopolies to operate 
“in accordance with commercial considerations”, and to 
buy and sell goods and services in a non-discriminatory 
manner

Non-Commercial Assistance
• USMCA Annex IV protection for TMP “in circumstances 

that jeopardize the continued viability of [TMC], and for 
the sole purpose…to return (the enterprise) to viability 
and fulfill its mandate.”

Source: https://www.mining.com/canada-continues-transmountain-pipeline-construction/
Source: https://mexiconewsdaily.com/news/pemex-inaugurates-its-new-image/



Problems with procurement in an era of 
economic nationalism
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USMCA 
• Canada is not a party to the procurement chapter
• Canadian bidders must use the WTO’s Government Procurement 

Agreement for the U.S. or the CPTPP for Mexico
- The GPA now covers Canadian provinces (same for CPTPP) and U.S. states, 

provided protected access to a broader number of procurement projects

Impact of COVID-19
• Emphasis on strategic sectors, such as health (PPE and vaccines)
• A more fertile environment for sanctions, bribery, and anti-corruption issues



Conclusion
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USMCA:
Regressive in form, progressive in function. 
CPTPP and CETA may be more “free” and 
business-friendly.

NEW NORMAL:
Highly uncertain outlook, because of both the 
global economy, the future of the WTO, and 
growing protectionist trends.



RECENT TRENDS & INSIGHTS:

Insolvency



2020: Rise in Oil & Gas Insolvencies
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o Entering 2020 energy sector 
struggling due to various factors:
• Fall 2019 Bombing of Saudi Aramco Facility –

destabilized energy markets

• Geopolitical factors 

• Low commodity pricing (WTI price of $50-
$60/bbl)

• Transportation capacity issues

o Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic:
• Reduced travel led to dramatic reduction in 

demand for oil

• Storage capacity concerns

• Price of oil plummeted hitting historic sub-zero 
low in April 2020 (WTI -$37/bbl)



Source: Visual Capitalist, O. Wallach



2020: Impacts of COVID-19 on Other Industries
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o Tourism and Hospitality
• COVID-19 related travel restrictions have 

caused significant disruption to the tourism 
and hospitality industry

o Airlines and Airline Infrastructure
• Both airlines and airport authorities are 

experiencing a significant decline in 
revenue, with further projected losses

o Retailers
• Brick and mortar stores already impacted 

by e-retailers

• Disruption of supply

• Limited consumer interest due to economic 
downturn



Canadian / U.S. Insolvency Proceedings
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o There are two main insolvency statutes in Canada
• Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3 (“BIA“)

• Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act, RSC 1985, c C-36 (“CCAA“)

o Both statutes allow insolvent corporations to make proposals for arrangements and 
compromises with its creditors to settle outstanding debts

o CCAA is more commonly used for complex insolvency cases
• Greater amount of debt required for filing – must have at least $5 million debt

• No statutory time limit

• More expansive stay of proceedings – extends to non-creditor third parties

• No automatic assignment in bankruptcy if proposal is rejected



Canadian / U.S. Insolvency Proceedings
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o BIA Division I Proposals
• Available to all insolvent persons (but best suited for 

smaller debtors)
• Automatic stay of claims upon filing of a “notice of 

intention” or “proposal” (unsecured creditors stayed, 
and secured creditors may be stayed)

• A proposal must be made to creditors within 6 months
• Debtor may seek to disclaim or resiliate an 

agreement, subject to certain exceptions
• If creditors approve proposal, debtor must apply to the 

Court for approval
• Process managed by debtor, but overseen by 

“Proposal Trustee” – Debtor remains in possession
• Comparatively, “rules-based” under the BIA
• Automatic assignment into bankruptcy if proposal is 

not made in a timely manner, or if it is not approved 
by creditors

• Can convert into CCAA

o U.S. Bankruptcy Code Chapter 11, 
Subchapter V
• Fast paced restructuring for small businesses
• Available to Individuals and small businesses engaged in 

commercial activity (that is not a single-asset real estate 
operation) with the aggregate debt of up to $7,500,000 
(at least half of which must originate from business 
activity). 

• Status conference within 60 days from filing, with written 
report of efforts being made being at least 14 days 
before the conference

• Chapter 11 mechanism for rejection of contracts applies
• Court-appointed trustee – Debtor remains in possession
• No requirement to file a disclosure statement, but plan 

itself must include certain information
• Debtor can obtain confirmation of plan without creditor 

approval
• Can be converted to another chapter or dismissed at any 

time



Canadian / U.S. Insolvency Proceedings
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o CCAA Restructuring
o Debtor company must have ≥ $5,000,000 in debt
o Process is commenced by a Court application 

and creditors are stayed by the Court’s “Initial 
Order”; initial stay 10 days, then extended 
(unsecured and secured creditors both stayed); 
stay may be extended

o Process managed by debtor, but overseen by a 
“Monitor”

o Debtor may seek to disclaim or resiliate an 
agreement, subject to certain exceptions

o Debtor proposes “plan” to creditors; voted on by 
class (double majority); and “sanctioned” by the 
Court

o Alternatively, debtor conducts sale process; sale 
approved by Court

o Few statutory requirements; flexible process 
driven by Court discretion; no timeline

o U.S. Bankruptcy Code Chapter 11
• Debtor does not need to be “insolvent” to 

voluntarily file a Chapter 11 petition

• Broad automatic stay with no time limit

• Existing management of debtor is in control of the 
process.  A Chapter 11 trustee may be appointed 
in extraordinary circumstances

• Debtor may reject executory contracts and 
unexpired leases

• Pre-petition creditors are entitled to “adequate 
protection” against the loss of value of its 
collateral caused by the debtor’s use

• No right of set-off of pre-petition claims against 
post-petition claims



Canadian / U.S. Insolvency Proceedings
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o BIA, Part XIII and CCAA, Part IV
o “Foreign non-main proceeding” is defined as “a 

foreign proceeding, other than a foreign main 
proceeding”

o Automatic stay for foreign main proceedings 
(does not apply to domestic insolvency 
proceeding that was already commenced); 
discretionary stay for foreign non-main 
proceedings

o Foreign representative may commence and 
continue proceedings as if it were the debtor 
company or a creditor of the debtor company, 
as applicable

o No concept of adequate protection
o No express provision for preliminary stay 

pending the hearing of the recognition 
application

o U.S. Bankruptcy Code Chapter 15
• “Foreign non-main proceeding is defined as “a 

foreign proceeding, other than a foreign main 
proceeding, pending in a country where the 
debtor has an establishment”

• Automatic stay for foreign main proceedings 
(does not apply to domestic insolvency 
proceeding that was already commenced); 
discretionary stay for foreign non-main 
proceedings

• Foreign representative may bring proceedings 
under certain provisions

• Adequate protection provision applies

• Express provision for stay pending hearing of the 
recognition petition



Termination and Disclaimer of Contracts in Insolvency
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o Ability to disclaim or resiliate agreements (BIA, s 65.11; CCAA, s 32)
• With approval of the proposal trustee/monitor and/or the court

• A party to the agreement may apply for a court order to prohibit the disclaimer or resiliation 
within 15 days after the day on which the debtor gives the notice of disclaimer

• Exceptions: 
- eligible financial contracts (EFCs)

- collective agreements

- financing agreements if the debtor is the borrower

- leases of real property or of an immovable if the debtor is the lessor

o Rejection of executory contracts and unexpired leases (U.S. Bankruptcy 
Code, § 365)



Disclaimer of Royalty Agreements
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o True royalty interests that create an interest in land, run with the land and cannot be vested off of title 

o If, however, the interest is not a true interest in land, but merely a contractual obligation, it can be 
vested off of title

o Test to determine an interest in land:
1) the language used in describing the interest is sufficiently precise to show that the parties intended the royalty to be a grant 
of an interest in land, rather than a contractual right to a portion of the oil and gas substances recovered from the land; 

2) the interest, out of which the royalty is carved, is itself an interest in land.

o Interest in land: examine the parties’ intention from the agreement as a whole, along with the 
surrounding circumstances, as opposed to searching for some magic words

o In commercial contracts, Court can consider the surrounding circumstances in which the agreement 
was entered – commercial purpose of contract, genesis of the transaction and the background, 
context and market in which contract entered



Disclaimer of Royalty Agreements
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Indicia of an Interest in Land Indicia of Contractual Obligation

Explicit reference to creation of an interest in land Security for payment of other amounts (deferred 
purchase price)

Right to take in kind, including upon default Termination upon full payment of an amount

Create the potential for an interest in perpetuity Does not exist in perpetuity

Restriction on disposition of assets subject to 
interest

Provided in exchange for payment of the deferred 
purchase price, and not in exchange for 
consideration beyond permitting Grantor more time 
to meet its payment obligations

Subordination agreement whereby Grantee
subordinated its “security interest” (GORR) to 
secured creditor



Rejection of Pipeline Contracts
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o Precedent for rejection of pipeline contracts (Chapter 11 Proceeding of Sabine Oil & Gas)
• Contract must “touch and concern the land”

• Contract must provide for horizontal privity of estate

• Decided under Texas law

o Two recent decisions suggest the law is not settled (Badlands Production and Alta Mesa)
• Badlands: 

- “all Gas reserves in and under” encompasses property interest

- Holding property interests in the same land provides sufficient horizontal privity

• Alta Mesa:
- Focus on the impact of the covenant on the leaseholder



Insolvency Outlook
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o Energy markets: $40/bbl not enough to turn a profit
o Possible resurgence of COVID-19 in the fall – downward pressure on oil 

prices again, as well as other industries, resulting in rise in insolvencies
o Predict another significant increase in insolvency filings between Q2 and Q3
o Diminished court capacity – practical implications for having matters 

determined
o Will cross-border insolvency cooperation continue?



CROSS-BORDER PERSPECTIVES

Energy



Agenda
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o Update on Canadian Energy in the North American 
context
• Canadian oil exports in North America
• Canadian foreign direct investment in US and Mexico

o Commercial landscape 
o Cross-border regulatory landscape 
o USMCA’s Key Changes and the Resulting Impact

• Energy Provisions 
o Questions?



Canadian Energy Exports in North 
America
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Source: US Energy Information 
Administration 



US Crude Oil Imports from Canada 
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Source: US Energy Information Administration



Canada Crude Oil Exports to US, May 
2020
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Source: Canada Energy Regulator, Commodity Statistics



Recent Transactions and Declining Inbound Investment 35

*Source: Key 
Statistics, Canadian 
Association of 
Petroleum Producers

Company Downsizing Date

ConocoPhillips • Sold half interest in Christina Lake and Foster Creek to Cenovus for $17.7B March 2017

Devon • Selling oil sands assets to CNRL for $3.3B and leaving Canada by year end May 2019

Shell • Sold most of its oil sands assets to CNRL for $7.25B March 2017

Marathon • Sold its Canadian subsidiary for $2.5B to Shell and CNRL March 2017

Statoil • Sold all of its Canadian oil sands assets for $832M Dec 2016

Exxon Mobile • Delay of $2.6B project due to pipeline space and production costs March 2019

Chevron • Sold downstream fuels assets including retail, terminals, and a refinery Sept 2017

Husky • Sold injection molding system to Platinum Equity LLC for $3.8B January 2019

Imperial • Slowing development of Aspen project due to Alberta production cuts March 2019

Repsol • Layoffs of Canadian staff from its operations Oct 2017



Major Cross-Border Pipelines 36

Canadian Leg U.S. Leg(s) Commodity

Alliance Pipeline Alliance Pipeline (crossing in North Dakota) Natural Gas

Westcoast/Spectra Northwest Pipeline (Sumas, Washington interconnect) Natural Gas

Kinder Morgan Cochin Kinder Morgan Cochin (crossing in North Dakota); Explorer 
Pipeline

Multi-product

Maritimes & Northeast 
Pipeline

M&NP US (crossing at Baileyville, Maine); Portland Natural Gas 
Transmission

Natural Gas

TransCanada Mainline Northern Border (Port of Morgan, Montana interconnect); Great 
Lakes (Noyes, Minnesota interconnect); 

Natural Gas

Enbridge Mainline Enbridge US; Flanagan South Oil

Keystone Keystone US (crossing in North Dakota) Oil



Update on Canadian Pipeline Projects 37

Pipeline Update

Trans Mountain Expansion 
(TMX)

• The federal Liberal government approved the expansion a second time on June 18, 2019, requiring that 
all federal revenue it generates be reinvested in clean energy and green technology.

• Trans Mountain Corp., restarts construction on the expansion on August 21, 2019, with an in-service 
date estimated for mid-2022.

• The Supreme Court of Canada refused to hear appeal from First Nations and environment groups about 
the environmental review for the project and the Indigenous consultation process on March 5 and July 2 
of 2020, respectively.

Keystone XL • Pipeline construction halted after injunction in November 2018 pending an environmental review.
• New presidential permit issued for KXL on March 29, 2019; lawsuit filed by the Indigenous 

Environmental Network on April 5, 2019.
• The Supreme Court cleared the way for several pipeline projects to proceed under a fast-track 

permitting process but excluded the controversial Keystone XL expansion from their ruling, forcing 
major delays on July 6, 2020.

Northern Gateway • Federal Court of Appeal decision overturns Federal Government approval. 
• Enbridge is due to receive a $14.7M federal refund.

Line 3 Replacement Program • Enbridge has begun commercial operation of pipeline from Alberta to Manitoba, but U.S. section still in 
the works; revised construction schedule.

• Awaiting granting of remaining environmental permits from the State of Minnesota; state indicates the 
permits should be available by November, and remaining US federal permits will be finalized 
approximately 30 to 60 days later.

• Pipeline likely not to be operational until the 2nd half of 2020.



Changing Canadian Regulatory Landscape: Legislation 

Carbon Tax
• Alberta United Conservative Party government introduced its first piece of legislation proposing to scrap the provincial 

carbon tax
• The Carbon Tax Repeal Act came into force on May 30, 2019
• Later replaced with an industry-specific carbon tax

Bill C-69
• Overhaul of Canada’s federal environmental assessment regime
• Passed by Parliament in June 2019, published in Canada Gazette in July 2019
• Discourages investment in Canada due to regulatory difficulties in obtaining approval for projects?
• Alberta government challenging federal law in court

Bill C-48
• Tanker ban off the northern coast of British Columbia
• Bill C-48 is now law in Canada
• Limits Canada’s access to growing energy markets in Asia?
• Affects Canadian exports only; other tanker traffic will continue to move through the region

38



More Regulatory Changes on the 
Horizon?
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o On July 30, 2020, the Government of Alberta released a statement and 
factsheet announcing high-level changes to the regulatory regime that governs 
oil and gas liabilities to address the growing number of inactive wells in the 
province

o A balancing of environmental accountability against abounding liquidity 
concerns within the oil and natural gas industry?



Cross-Border Regulatory Coordination

o Memorandum of Understanding between NEB and FERC (May 10, 2004)
• Coordination between regulators for interconnecting facilities and activities
• Coordination regarding timing of decision-making
• May initiate joint coordinated reviews where related matters are pending before 

both agencies
• Will notify each other if proceedings implicate the other regulator

o Coordination in Practice
• Local tariffs for local volumes, joint tariffs for international volumes
• Separate facilities approval processes (e.g. Keystone XL)

o Difficulties: Cross-Border Contracting and Apportionment
• Arises when there is an interconnection with a different pipeline, rather than a 

single contiguous line
• Tariffs may be inconsistent
• Contract terms may be inconsistent 
• E.g. Express Pipeline + Platte system, Enbridge Mainline + Flanagan South 

pipeline

“The parties further 
recognize that appropriate 
coordination of their efforts 
could promote the public 
interest through increased 
efficiency, expedited and 
coordinated action on 
significant energy 
infrastructure projects, and 
cost savings to both the 
public and regulated 
entities.”

40



USMCA: Preserving tariff-free access 
to the US and Mexico

41

o USMCA continues to guarantee Canada tariff-free access to the US and 
Mexico

o The federal government has estimated that without this trade deal, Canada’s 
oil and gas exports would risk dropping by $38.2 million USD within a few 
years

o There are three keys changes critical to the oil and gas sector and private 
investors:
1. Energy provisions
2. Investor- State Dispute Settlement (ISDS)
3. Government Procurement



USMCA’s Key Changes: Energy 
Provisions

42

Energy Provisions
• Enforceable side letter between Canada and the United States on energy 

regulatory measures and regulatory transparency
• Allows up to 40% of non-originating diluent in pipelines when moving crude oil, 

a longstanding Canadian industry request
• No longer includes the provision known as the “energy proportionality clause”

Source: Global Affairs Canada



USMCA Reception: In the News

43

o Main U.S. oil and gas lobby has complained that recent actions by Mexico 
favoring its national oil company Pemex already violate USMCA’s protections 
for private investors

o In addition, Canada has complained about new Mexican rules formally 
threatening investment in renewable energy

o Threat of US security tariffs on imported aluminum and steel returns



CONCLUSION

Looking Ahead



Questions?Questions?



For more information, contact:

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to constitute legal advice, a complete statement of the law, or an opinion on 
any subject. No one should act upon it or refrain from acting without a thorough examination of the law after the facts of a specific situation are considered. 
You are urged to consult your legal adviser in cases of specific questions or concerns. BLG does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy, currency or 
completeness of this presentation. No part of this presentation may be reproduced without prior written permission of Borden Ladner Gervais LLP. 

© 2020 Borden Ladner Gervais LLP. Borden Ladner Gervais is an Ontario Limited Liability Partnership.
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